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Season 3, Episode 17
 PreviousNext 




Day 3: 5:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.



Saunders begins making demands on the President.  He forces Palmer to hold a strange press conference and then orders the death of the CTU agent who can trace him.

Jack learns of a woman who can lead him to Saunders, but a surprise attack shifts the balance of power.

As Gael's symptoms get worse, Michelle devises a way to relieve the suffering of the victims at the hotel.
Quest roles:
Glenn Morshower(Aaron Pierce), Paul Schulze(Ryan Chappelle), Jesse Borrego(Gael Ortega), Andrea Thompson(Dr. Nicole Duncan), Lothaire Bluteau(Marcus Alvers), Michael Cavanaugh(Joseph O' Laughlin), Paul Blackthorne(Stephen Saunders), Doug Savant(Craig Phillips), Gabrielle Fitzpatrick(Diana White), Forbes Riley(Carol), Joe D'Angerio(Osterlind), Simon Templeman(Trevor Tomlinson)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
6 April 2004, 20:00
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